Abstract. In this work, we study the DGAs that arise from ring spectra through the extension of scalars functor. In other words, the DGAs whose corresponding Eilenberg-Mac Lane ring spectrum is equivalent to HZ ∧ E for some ring spectrum E. We call these DGAs extension DGAs. We also define and study this notion for E ∞ DGAs.
introduction
In [15] , Stanley shows that the homotopy category of differential graded algebras is equivalent to the homotopy category of HZ-algebras. Later, Shipley improves this equivalence to a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between DGAs and HZ-algebras [14] . This opens up a new opportunity to study DGAs, i.e. to study DGAs using ring spectra.
Dugger and Shipley use this zig-zag of Quillen equivalences to define new equivalences between DGAs called topological equivalences, see Definition 1.8 below. They show non-trivial examples of topologically equivalent DGAs and they use topological equivalences to develop a Morita theory for DGAs [5] . In [2] , the author uses topological equivalences to obtain classification results for DGAs. Moreover, topological equivalences for E ∞ DGAs are studied by the author in [1] .
In this work, we follow this philosophy in a different way. We study what we call extension DGAs which are the DGAs that are obtained from ring spectra through the extension of scalars functor from S-algebras to HZ-algebras, i.e. the functor HZ ∧ −. More generally, we work in R-DGAs for a discrete commutative ring R. There is a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between R-DGAs and HR-algebras [14] . Definition 1.1. An R-DGA X is R-extension if the HR-algebra corresponding to X is weakly equivalent to HR ∧ E for some cofibrant S-algebra E. For R = Z, we omit Z and write extension instead of Z-extension. Remark 1.2. In the definition above, it is sufficient to have an S-algebra E whose underlying S-module is cofibrant. This is the case for cofibrant S-algebras by Theorem 4.1 of [12] . Since the functor HR ∧ − is a left Quillen functor from S-modules to HRmodules, it preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant S-modules. Therefore, for an S-algebra E whose underlying S-module is cofibrant, HR ∧ E is weakly equivalent as an HR-algebra to HR ∧ cE where c denotes the cofibrant replacement functor in S-algebras.
To define R-extension E ∞ R-DGAs, we use the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between E ∞ R-DGAs and commutative HR-algebras constructed in [10] . Definition 1.3. An E ∞ R-DGA X is R-extension if the commutative HR-algebra corresponding to X is weakly equivalent to HR ∧ E for some cofibrant commutative S-algebra E. For R = Z, we omit Z and write extension instead of Z-extension.
We prove the following non-extension results. Theorem 1.4. Let X be an E ∞ DGA. If X is quasi-isomorphic to an E ∞ F p -DGA then X is not an extension E ∞ DGA. Theorem 1.5. Let X be a DGA. If X is quasi-isomorphic to an F 2 -DGA then X is not an extension DGA.
In the results above, we work with (E ∞ ) DGAs in mixed characteristic, i.e. we work in (E ∞ ) Z-DGAs. A natural question to ask is if there are examples of E ∞ k-DGAs that are not k-extension for a field k. In Example 1.10 below, we show that there are E ∞ F p -DGAs that are not F p -extension.
In the following result, we show a general situation where formal DGAs (DGAs with trivial differentials) are extension. Theorem 1.6. Let X be a connected formal R-DGA whose homology has a homogeneous basis as an R-module such that the multiplication of two basis elements is either zero or a basis element. In this situation, X is an extension R-DGA. Remark 1.7. We mention a few examples of graded rings that satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem above as homology of X. The polynomial algebra over R with a nonnegatively graded set S of generators R[S] satisfies the hypothesis where the basis of R[S] is given by the monomials in S and the unit 1 ∈ R. Similarly, many examples of quotients of a polynomial ring also satisfy this hypothesis; for example R[x]/(x 2 ), R[x, y]/(y 2 ) and R[x, y]/(x 2 y, y 3 ). However, there are rings that do not satisfy this hypothesis. For example for R = Z, the exterior algebra on two generators Λ[x, y] with odd |x| and |y| has a basis given by {x, y, xy}, but yx = −xy and therefore yx is not one of the basis elements. Indeed, Λ[x, y] has no basis that satisfies the given hypothesis. Now we discuss topological equivalences of DGAs and the properties of extension DGAs regarding topological equivalences. The definition of E ∞ topological equivalences is as follows. Definition 1.9. Two E ∞ DGAs X and Y are E ∞ topologically equivalent if the corresponding commutative HZ-algebras HX and HY are weakly equivalent as commutative S-algebras.
It follows from these definitions that quasi-isomorphic (E ∞ ) DGAs are (E ∞ ) topologically equivalent. However, there are examples of non-trivially topologically equivalent DGAs, i.e. DGAs that are topologically equivalent but not quasi-isomorphic [5] . Furthermore, examples of non-trivially E ∞ topologically equivalent E ∞ DGAs are constructed by the author in [1] . Example 1.10. This is an example of E ∞ F p -DGAs that are not F p -extension. In Example 5.1 of [1] , the author constructs non-trivially E ∞ topologically equivalent E ∞ F p -DGAs that we call X and Y , i.e. X and Y are E ∞ topologically equivalent but they are not quasi-isomorphic. Although these E ∞ F p -DGAs are E ∞ topologically equivalent, their Dyer-Lashof operations are different.
For p = 2, the homology rings of these E ∞ F p -DGAs are given by
for both X and Y where |x| = 1. On the homology of X, the first Dyer-Lashof operation is trivial, i.e. Q 1 x = 0. On the other hand, we have Q 1 x = x 3 on the homology of Y . Using these properties we show (for all primes) that neither of these E ∞ F p -DGAs are F p -extension. See Section 3C for the proof of this fact.
By Theorem 1.6 in [1] , E ∞ topological equivalences between E ∞ F p -DGAs with trivial first homology preserve Dyer-Lashof operations. We prove a stronger result for F p -extension E ∞ F p -DGAs.
In this situation, X and Y are quasi-isomorphic if and only if they are E ∞ topologically equivalent.
In the following results, we show various situations where topological equivalences and quasi-isomorphisms agree. For the theorem below, let R = Z/(m) for some integer m = 1. Organization In Section 2, we describe the dual Steenrod algebra and the DyerLashof operations on it. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.13, 1.11 and 1.12 and Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. In section 5, we prove Theorem 1.6; this section is independent from the rest and it contains an explicit description of the HZ-algebras corresponding to the formal DGAs as in Theorem 1.6 which is of independent interest.
Terminology We work in the setting of symmetric spectra in simplicial sets [7] . For commutative ring spectra, we use the positive S-model structure developed in [13] . When we work in the setting of associative ring spectra, we use the stable model structure of [7] . Throughout this work, R denotes a discrete commutative ring and HR denotes the corresponding Eilenberg Mac Lane spectrum as in [7, 1.2.5 ]. When we say (E ∞ ) DGA, we mean (E ∞ ) Z-DGA.
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The dual Steenrod algebra
Here, we recall the ring structure and the Dyer-Lashof operations on the dual Steenrod algebra. Using the standard notation, we denote the dual Steenrod algebra by A * . We have π * (HF p ∧ HF p ) ∼ = A * . Milnor shows that the dual Steenrod algebra is a free graded commutative ring [9] .
For p = 2, this is given by
where |ξ r | = |ζ r | = 2 r − 1. Let χ denote the action of the transpose map of the smash product on π * (HF p ∧ HF p ). We have χ(ξ r ) = ζ r .
For an odd prime p, the following describes the dual Steenrod algebra.
Where |ξ r | = |ζ r | = 2(p r −1) and |τ s | = |τ s | = 2p s −1. In this case, we have χ(ξ r ) = ζ r and χ(τ r ) = τ r .
Dyer-Lashof operations are power operations that act on the homotopy ring of H ∞ HF p -algebras [4] . In particular, HF p ∧HF p is a commutative HF p -algebra and therefore Dyer-Lashof operations are defined on the dual Steenrod algebra. These operations are first studied in [4, III] . Steinberger shows that the degree one element τ 0 for odd p and ξ 1 for p = 2 generates the dual Steenrod algebra as an algebra with Dyer-Lashof operations, i.e. as an algebra over the Dyer-Lashof algebra. In particular for p = 2, we have
For odd p, we have
for s ≥ 1.
Proof of the results on topological equivalences and the non-extension example
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 which provide comparison results on (E ∞ ) topological equivalences and quasi-isomorphisms of (E ∞ ) DGAs for various cases. At the end, we prove the claim in Example 1.10. This provides examples of E ∞ F p -DGAs that are not F p -extension.
These proofs follow similar arguments, therefore we suggest the reader to go through them in the order presented in this section.
3A. Proof of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13. The proof of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13 are similar, therefore we combine them in a single proof. In the proof below, we denote the category of commutative S-algebras by S-cAlg and the category of associative S-algebras by S-Alg for a given commutative ring spectrum S.
Proof of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13. First, we prove Theorem 1.11 which is the E ∞ case. Later, we show how this proof should be modified to obtain Theorem 1.13.
Since quasi-isomorphic E ∞ DGAs are always E ∞ topologically equivalent, we only need to show that if X and Y are E ∞ topologically equivalent then they are quasiisomorphic as E ∞ F p -DGAs.
By abusing notation, let HF p denote a cofibrant model of HF p in S-cAlg. Note that HF p -cAlg is S-cAlg under HF p . Therefore we have a model structure on HF p -cAlg where the cofibrations, fibrations and weak equivalences are precisely the maps that forget to cofibrations, fibrations and weak equivalences in S-cAlg. Abusing notation, we let Y denote the commutative HF p -algebra corresponding to the E ∞ DGA Y . Therefore π 1 (Y ) = 0. Taking a fibrant replacement, we assume Y is fibrant both in HF p -cAlg and in S-cAlg. Furthermore we let HF p ∧ Z denote the commutative HF p -algebra corresponding to the extension E ∞ F p -DGA X where Z is a cofibrant object in S-cAlg. This ensures that HF p ∧ Z is cofibrant in HF p -cAlg. Therefore the composite S HF p HF p ∧ Z is also a cofibration in S-cAlg; this shows that HF p ∧ Z is also cofibrant in S-cAlg.
Because HF p ∧ Z and Y are obtained from E ∞ topologically equivalent E ∞ DGAs, they are equivalent as commutative S-algebras. Furthermore HF p ∧Z is cofibrant and Y is fibrant, therefore there is a weak equivalence ϕ : HF p ∧ Z ∼ Y of commutative S-algebras. We consider the composite map
where the first map is induced by the unit map S HF p of HF p and the last map is the HF p structure map of Y . If we consider all the objects in this composite except Y to have an HF p structure coming from the first smash factor, then all objects involved are commutative HF p -algebras and the maps involved are maps of commutative HF p -algebras. Therefore ψ is a map of commutative HF p -algebras.
What remains is to show that ψ is a weak equivalence. For this, we take the homotopy of the composite defining ψ and show that it is an isomorphism. Firstly, we have a splitting HF p ∧HF p ∧Z ∼ = (HF p ∧HF p ) ∧ HFp (HF p ∧Z) in HF p -cAlg where we consider the object on the right hand side of the equality with the HF p structure given by the first smash factor instead of the canonical one given by the smash product ∧ HFp . Because the homotopy of HF p is a field, we have π
, see Theorem 4.1 in Chapter IV of [6] . With this identification, we obtain that the composite map induced in homotopy by the composite defining ψ is given by
Now we state and prove the following claims. Afterwards, we combine them to prove that ψ * is an isomorphism by showing ψ * = ϕ * .
Claim 1: The composite m * • π * (HF p ∧ ϕ) maps every element of the form a ⊗ x with |a| > 0 to zero in Y * .
We have a map (
This map is in HF p -cAlg therefore the induced map in homotopy preserves the Dyer-Lashof operations. The induced map in homotopy is given by the inclusion A * ⊗ F p A * ⊗ π * (HF p ∧ Z) and this shows that Dyer-Lashof operations on this subset of A * ⊗ π * (HF p ∧Z) is given by the action of the Dyer-Lashof operations on the dual Steenrod algebra i.e.
Because the dual Steenrod algebra is generated with the Dyer-Lashof operations by τ 0 , this shows that m * • π * (HF p ∧ ϕ)(a ⊗ 1) = 0 for all a ∈ A * with |a| > 0. Since all maps involved are ring maps and a ⊗ x = (a ⊗ 1)(1 ⊗ x), this finishes the proof of our claim. Note that for p = 2, one uses
. Carrying x through the top row and then composing with m • u Y , we obtain the equality in our claim.
The composite of the maps below is the identity 
we obtain the following composite in homotopy
where n * is given by the augmentation A * F p . This description of n * and the fact that n * • i * = id proves our claim.
Finally, we have
for some a i ∈ A * with |a i | > 0. Here, the first equality follows by the definition of ψ * , the second equality follows by Claim 3 and the third follows by Claim 2 and Claim 1. This proves that ψ * is an isomorphism and therefore ψ is a weak equivalence. At this point, we are done with the proof of Theorem 1.11. For Theorem 1.13, we need to be more careful with cofibrant replacements since the forgetful functor from HF p -Alg to S-Alg does not necessarily preserve cofibrant objects. Let HF p be as before and let Z be cofibrant in S-Alg such that HF p ∧ Z is the HF p -algebra that corresponds to X. By abuse of notation, let Y be a fibrant HF p -algebra corresponding to Y . Let T ∼ −։ HF p ∧ Z be a cofibrant replacement of HF p ∧ Z in S-Alg. We have the following lift
in S-Alg where the bottom map is given by the inclusion Z ∼ = S ∧ Z HF p ∧ Z. Since T and Y are obtained from topologically equivalent DGAs, they are equivalent in S-Alg. Also because T is cofibrant and Y is fibrant, we have a weak equivalence ϕ : T ∼ Y of S-algebras. We obtain the following map of HF p -algebras
Again, what remains is to show that ψ * is an isomorphism. Note that the functor HF p ∧ − preserves weak equivalences as described in the proof of Proposition 4.7 in [13] . Identifying homotopy groups of T with homotopy groups of HF p ∧ Z through the trivial fibration above, and identifying homotopy groups of HF p ∧ T with those of HF p ∧ HF p ∧ Z through the induced weak equivalence in HF p homology, we obtain a similar description of ψ * as before. It is sufficient to show that the claims above also hold in this case. Claim 1 follows by the hypothesis that π * Y is trivial at the degrees where the algebra generators of the dual Steenrod algebra are. Claim 2 follows similarly. Claim 3 also follows similarly by considering the canonical composite map
which is the identity. Proof of Theorem 1.12. We refer to the proof of Theorem 1.13 throughout this proof since the arguments are similar. Because quasi-isomorphic DGAs are always topologically equivalent, we only need to show that X and Y are quasi-isomorphic if they are topologically equivalent. Note that by Proposition 5.1, the HR-algebra corresponding to X is ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR ∼ = HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S). By abuse of notation we let Y also denote a fibrant HR-algebra corresponding to the R-DGA Y . Since X and Y are topologically equivalent, HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S) and Y are equivalent as S-algebras. Therefore there is a weak equivalence ϕ : c(HR ∧ c(∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)) ∼ Y of S-algebras where c denotes a cofibrant replacement in S-algebras. Note that we have a chain of weak equivalences
where the first map is a map of S-algebras and the second is a map of HR-algebras.
The second map is a weak equivalence because HR ∧ − preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects in S-modules; this follows because HR ∧ − is a left Quillen functor from S-modules to HR-modules. Let Z denote c(∨ m∈M Σ |m| S) and let T denote c(HR ∧ c(∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)), as in the proof of Theorem 1.13, we obtain a map
of HR-algebras whose induced map in homotopy is given by the following chain of maps
− Y * where A * denotes π * (HR ∧ HR) and the middle map is the map induced in HR homology by ϕ. The tensor splitting in the second term is obtained by the fact that π * (HR∧(∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)) is flat over R. Also note that we identify the homotopy groups of T with those of HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S), the homotopy groups of HR ∧ T with those of HR ∧ HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S) and the homotopy groups of HR ∧ Z with those of HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S) through the weak equivalences mentioned above. What is left is to show is that ψ is a weak equivalence, i.e. that ψ * is an isomorphism.
First, note that as in Claim 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.13, we have m * • π * (HR ∧ ϕ)(1 ⊗ x) = ϕ * (x) for every x ∈ π * (HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)). Since ϕ * is an isomorphism, this means that it is sufficient to show that i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x for every x ∈ π * (HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)). Note that the canonical R-module basis elements of π * (HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S)) ∼ = m∈M Σ |m| R are also abelian group generators because R = Z/(n) for some integer n. Therefore it is sufficient to show the equality i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x for every canonical basis element x. Such an x is represented by the map x ′ : S ∧ Σ |m| S HR ∧ (∨ m∈M Σ |m| S) given by the smash product of the unit S HR and the inclusion of the cofactor corresponding to an m ∈ M. By the identification of homotopy groups we use, i * is the map induced in homotopy by the composite map
This is the same as the composite map
where τ is the transposition map on HR ∧HR. It is clear that we have τ ∧id
Remark 3.2. Indeed the proof is valid in a more general situation. For any extension R-DGA whose corresponding HR-algebra is of the form HR ∧ Z for an S-algebra Z whose underlying S-module is weakly equivalent to a wedge of suspensions of spheres, the argument at the last paragraph of the proof still follows to show that such an R-DGA is topologically equivalent to another R-DGA if and only if it is quasi-isomorphic to that R-DGA.
3C. Example 1.10. Here, we show that the E ∞ F p -DGAs provided in Example 1.10 are not F p -extension.
Proof of Example 1.10. We prove that X is not an extension E ∞ F p -DGA. In order to show Y is not extension, it is sufficient to replace X with Y and Y with X in the proof below. We assume that X is an extension E ∞ F p -DGA and obtain a contradiction by showing that X and Y are quasi-isomorphic under this assumption. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.11 that we assume familiarity with. Following the constructions there, we obtain a map of commutative HF p -algebras ψ : HF p ∧ Z Y where HF p ∧ Z denotes a commutative HF p -algebra corresponding to X and by abuse of notation, Y denotes a commutative HF p -algebra corresponding to the E ∞ F p -DGA Y . See Diagram (1) for the description of ψ. It is sufficient to show that ψ * is an isomorphism.
By Claim 2 in the proof of Theorem 1.11, it also sufficient to show that i * (t) = 1 ⊗t for every t ∈ π * (HF p ∧ Z) ∼ = H * X. See the composite description of ψ * in Diagram (2) . Furthermore, we have n * • i * = id as described in Diagram (4). For p = 2,
with |x| = 1 and since n * (ξ 1 ⊗ 1) = 0 we either have i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x or i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x + ξ 1 ⊗ 1. Since (1 ⊗ x + ξ 1 ⊗ 1) 4 = 0 but x 4 = 0, the second option is not possible. Therefore we have i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x. Since i is a map of ring spectra, i * is multiplicative so we have i * (x l ) = 1 ⊗ x l for every l and this finishes the proof of our claim for p = 2.
For odd p, we have π * (HF p ∧ Z) ∼ = Λ Fp [x, y, z]/(xz, zy, xy − z) with |x| = 1, |y| = 2p − 2 and |z| = 2p − 1. Again since n * • i * = id, we have either i * (x) = 1 ⊗ x or i * (x) = cτ 0 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x for some unit c ∈ F p . However x 2 = 0 but (cτ 0 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x) 2 = 0 so only the first option is possible. Same argument follows for y and z and this concludes our proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5
The following starts with the proof of Theorem 1.4 and at the end, we mention how this also shows Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Due to the Quillen equivalence between commutative HZ-algebras and E ∞ DGAs, it is sufficient to show that every commutative HZalgebra that is weakly equivalent to a commutative HF p -algebra is not an extension commutative HZ-algebra.
Assume to the contrary that X is a commutative HF p -algebra that is an extension. This means that there is a cofibrant commutative S-algebra Y such that HZ ∧ Y is weakly equivalent to X in commutative HZ-algebras.
By taking a fibrant replacement of X in commutative HF p -algebras, we assume that X is fibrant as a commutative HZ-algebra. Note that HZ ∧ Y is cofibrant as a commutative HZ-algebra; this is the case because HZ ∧ − is a left Quillen functor from commutative S-algebras to commutative HZ-algebras and therefore it preserves cofibrant objects.
Since X is fibrant and HZ ∧ Y is cofibrant, there is a weak equivalence of commutative HZ-algebras ψ : HZ ∧ Y ∼ X. This means that we have a commutative diagram
where ϕ X is the HZ structure map of X. Similarly ϕ HZ∧Y is the HZ structure map of HZ ∧ Y which is given by HZ ∼ = HZ ∧ S HZ ∧ Y . Applying the homology functor HF p * to this diagram, we obtain the following.
Since X is a commutative HF p -algebra, we have X ∼ = HF p ∧ HFp X. Therefore
With this identification, the morphism on the right is given by HF p * ϕ X (a) = a ⊗ 1. By the Künneth spectral sequence, HF p * (HZ ∧ Y ) ∼ = HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y and the morphism on the left is given by HF p * ϕ HZ∧Y (a) = a ⊗ 1. Since the above diagram commutes, we obtain that HF p * ψ(a ⊗ 1) = a ⊗ 1 for any a ∈ HF p * HZ.
Let p denote an odd prime, we discuss the case p = 2 at the end of this proof. Let z ∈ HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y be the unique element whose image is τ 0 ⊗ 1. Note that βQ 1 τ 0 = ξ 1 in HF p * HF p . The canonical map
is a map of commutative HF p -algebras when the HF p structure is given by the HF p factor on the left both for HF p ∧ HF p and for (HF p ∧ HF p ) ∧ HFp X. Therefore the induced map in homotopy preserves Dyer-Lashof operations; we deduce that
Since we also have HF p * ψ(ξ 1 ⊗ 1) = ξ 1 ⊗ 1 and since HF p * ψ is injective, we deduce that βQ 1 z = ξ 1 ⊗ 1. Now we show that there is no z in HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y that satisfies this equality. For an element of the form 1 ⊗ y ∈ HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y , βQ 1 (1 ⊗ y) = 1 ⊗ βQ 1 y does not contain ξ 1 ⊗ 1 as a summand. Now consider an element of the form a ⊗ y ∈ HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y with |a| > 0. By the Cartan formula and the fact that Bockstein operation is a derivation, every summand in βQ 1 (a ⊗ y) is of the form a ′ ⊗ y ′ where a ′ is obtained by applying a Dyer-Lashof operation to a. In particular, |a ′ | > |a| ≥ |ξ 1 |, therefore βQ 1 (a ⊗ y) does not contain ξ 1 ⊗ 1 as a summand neither. We deduce that βQ 1 z does not contain ξ 1 ⊗ 1 as a summand for all z ∈ HF p * HZ ⊗ HF p * Y . For p = 2, we don't need to use the Dyer-Lashof operations. In this case, let z be the unique element for which HF 2 * ψ(z) = ξ 1 ⊗ 1. Since HF 2 * ψ is a map of rings, we have HF 2 * ψ(z 2 ) = ξ 2 1 ⊗ 1 and since HF 2 * ψ is injective we deduce that z 2 = ξ 2 1 ⊗ 1. There is no such element in HF 2 * HZ ⊗ HF 2 * Y . Since this does not use Dyer-Lashof operations, these arguments also work for DGAs and HZ-algebras and provides a proof of Theorem 1.5.
Formal DGAs to HZ-algebras
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.1 which provides an explicit description of the HR-algebra corresponding to a formal R-DGA whose homology satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6. Using this description, we prove Theorem 1.6. Furthermore, Proposition 5.1 is later used in the proof of Theorem 1.12.
We work in several different monoidal model categories in this section. In each case, we let ∧ denote the monoidal product. In particular, we contradict the notation we used in the previous sections and denote the monoidal product of HZ-modules by ∧ instead of ∧ HZ .
Given a DGA X satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6, there is a basis M of H * (X) provided by this hypothesis such that M + is a non-negatively graded unital and associative monoid in sets where M + denotes M ∪ {0}. With this notation, we denote the homology ring H * (X) by R M . For the rest of this section, let M denote a set obtained in this way.
We explain a notation we use for the symmetric monoidal pointed model categories we consider in this section. For a cofibrant C, ΣC denotes the pushout of the diagram * C * where * is obtained by a factorization C * ∼ −։ * of the map C * by a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration and * denotes the final object. For the unit I of the monoidal structure, Σ k I denotes (ΣI) ∧k for k > 0 and denotes I for k = 0.
Using these, we construct an HR-algebra we denote by ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR. The multiplication map of ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR,
is given (on the cofactor corresponding to (m, n) ∈ M × N) by the inclusion of the cofactor corresponding to mn ∈ M if mn = 0 and given by the zero map if mn = 0. Note that in a pointed model category, there is a unique zero map between every pair of objects which is defined to be the map that factors through the point object. One easily checks that the multiplication above is associative and unital.
Proposition 5.1. The R-DGA corresponding to the HR-algebra ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR is the formal R-DGA with homology R M .
Proof. We discuss the case R = Z, the proof for general R follows similarly. The result a consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. By Proposition 5.1, the HR-algebra corresponding to X is given by ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR where M denotes a basis for H * X as described above. Note that
as HR-algebras where the S-algebra structure on ∨ m∈M Σ |m| S is given in a way similar to the multiplication on ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HR. Note that ∨ m∈M Σ |m| S is cofibrant as an Smodule and this is sufficient by Remark 1.2.
The DGA corresponding to an HZ-algebra is obtained using the following zig-zag of monoidal Quillen equivalences of [14] HZ-Mod Sp
where the left adjoints are the top arrows and the pairs (Z, U) and (D, R) are both strong monoidal Quillen equivalences. The pair (L, φ * N) is a weak monoidal Quillen equivalence. See [11, 3.6] for the definitions of strong monoidal Quillen equivalences and weak monoidal Quillen equivalences.
Since each Quillen equivalence in the zig-zag is a monoidal Quillen equivalence, there is an induced zig-zag of Quillen equivalences of the corresponding model categories of monoids. This gives the induced derived functors H : DGA HZ-Alg and Θ : HZ-Alg DGA in Theorem 1.1 of [14] . We have
where L mon is the induced left adjoint at the level of monoids and c denotes the cofibrant replacement functors in the corresponding model category of monoids. See Section 3.3 of [11] for a definition of the induced left adjoint at the level of monoids.
In the lemmas below, I 
Now we construct a weak equivalence ϕ : Z(ΣHZ) ∼ ΣI 1 . By factoring out the map HZ * by a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration, we obtain a factorization Z(HZ) Z( * ) ∼ Z( * ) ∼ = * . Note that the second map is a weak equivalence because Z preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects. Similarly, we have a factorization I 1 * ∼ −։ * consisting of a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration. We use the lift in the following square
to obtain a weak equivalence of diagrams (Z( * ) Z(HZ) Z( * )) ( * I 1 * ).
∼
This in turn gives a map ϕ of the corresponding pushouts of these diagrams. This is a weak equivalence because these are diagrams consisting only of cofibrations between cofibrant objects; therefore their pushout is the homotopy pushout. This weak equivalence is the map ϕ we wanted to construct. Using ϕ, we construct the weak equivalence of monoids we mention at the beginning of the proof
Here, Φ is the coproduct of maps given by the isomorphism L(HZ) ∼ = I 1 for |m| = 0 and the map
for |m| > 0. Here, the first and the last equalities follow by our definition of Σ k for k > 0, the second isomorphism comes from the strong monoidal structure of Z. Also, note that ϕ ∧|m| is a weak equivalence because it is a smash product of weak equivalences between cofibrant objects. Since Φ is a coproduct of weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, it is a weak equivalence by Lemma 4.7 of [16] . It is clear that Φ is a map of monoids by the definition of the monoidal structure on both sides and by the fact that left adjoint functors (also right adjoint functors) preserve the zero maps between pointed categories.
To finish the proof of the first statement in the lemma, we show that the monoid Zc(∨ m∈M Σ |m| HZ) is weakly equivalent as a monoid to Z(∨ m∈M Σ |m| HZ). Since c is a cofibrant replacement functor in the category of monoids, there is a weak equivalence of monoids f : c(∨ m∈M Σ |m| HZ) ∨ m∈M Σ |m| HZ.
∼ By Theorem 4.1 of [12] , the source of f is cofibrant as an HZ-module. This means that f is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects and therefore Z(f ) is a weak equivalence. Furthermore, Z(f ) is a weak equivalence of monoids because a strong monoidal functor preserves maps of monoids. Now we prove the second statement in the Lemma. Since (D, R) is also a strong monoidal Quillen equivalence, the proof above also shows that Dc(∨ m∈M Σ |m| I 2 ) and ∨ m∈M Σ |m| Z are quasi-isomorphic as DGAs (i.e. weakly equivalent as monoids in Ch). However, ∨ m∈M Σ |m| Z is not necessarily a formal DGA since in our definition, Σ |m| Z have a non-zero differential for i > 0. Let σ n Z denote the chain complex consisting of Z in degree n and the trivial module in rest of the degrees. This is the pushout of the diagram0 Z 0. Here,0 is the chain complex consisting of Z in degree 0, Z in degree 1 and the trivial module in rest of the degrees; its boundary maps are trivial except degree 1 where the boundary map is the identity. Since the category of chain complexes is left proper, there is a weak equivalence ϕ : Σ |m| Z ∼ σ m Z. Similar to the Φ constructed above, this induces a quasi-isomorphism of DGAs between ∨ m∈M Σ |m| Z and ∨ m∈M σ |m| Z where the latter is the formal DGA with homology Z M .
Proof. Since (L, φ * N) is a weak monoidal Quillen pair, φ * N is a lax monoidal functor and therefore it carries monoids to monoids, see Definition 3.3 of [11] . Furthermore, by Lemma 5.4 below, φ * N preserves coproducts. It is immediate from the lax monoidal structure of φ * N that the isomorphism φ * N(∨ m∈M Σ |m| I 1 ) ∼ = ∨ m∈M φ * N(Σ |m| I 1 ) carries the monoidal structure on the left hand side induced by the lax monoidality of φ * N to the monoidal structure on the right hand side given by the multiplication on M and the lax monoidal structure of φ * N. Following the construction of the map ϕ in the proof of Lemma 5.2 and using the weak equivalence L(I 2 ) ∼ I 1 described in Definition 3.6 of [11] , we obtain a weak equivalence ϕ : L(ΣI 2 ) ∼ ΣI 1 . Let ψ : ΣI 2 φ * N(ΣI 1 ) be the adjoint of ϕ. Now we define a map of monoids
as coproduct of ψ |m| over m ∈ M. Here, ψ 0 denote the unit I 2 φ * N(I 1 ) of the lax monoidal structure of φ * N and ψ 1 denotes ψ. Furthermore, ψ n for n > 1 denotes the composite
where the equalities follow by our definition of Σ k and the first map is ψ ∧n . The second map is obtained by successive applications of the transformation φ * N(X)∧φ
that is a part of the lax monoidal structure of φ * N, see Definition 3.3 of [11] . By the associativity and unitality of the lax monoidal structure on φ * N and by the fact that right adjoints preserve the zero maps between pointed categories, this is a map of monoids, see Definition 6.4.1 in [3] . Finally, we need to show that Ψ is a weak equivalence. By Lemma 5.5, it is sufficient to show that it is the adjoint of a weak equivalence. Since both φ * N and L preserve coproducts and since Ψ is a coproduct of maps ψ |m| , the adjoint of Ψ is a coproduct of adjoints of the maps ψ |m| . Note that coproduct of weak equivalences of cofibrant objects is again a weak equivalence by Lemma 4.7 of [16] . Therefore it is sufficient to show that the adjoint of ψ k is a weak equivalence for each k ≥ 0. For the case k = 0, we have that the adjoint of ψ 0 is the weak equivalence L(I 2 ) ∼ I 1 mentioned above. For k = 1, the adjoint of ψ 1 is the map ϕ defined above which is also a weak equivalence.
We show k = 2 case and the rest follows by induction. In particular, we show that the adjoint to the composite defining ψ 2 ψ 2 :
ψ∧ψ is the composite map
The first map in this composite is the comonoidal map induced by the lax monoidal structure of φ * N and by Definition 3.6 of [11] , this is a weak equivalence. Furthermore, the second map in the composite is a smash product of weak equivalences between cofibrant objects therefore it is also a weak equivalence. This shows that the composite is a weak equivalence. To show that ψ 2 is the adjoint to this composite, first note that by the discussion on equation (3.4) in [11] , the comonoidal map is the adjoint of the composite map
where the first map is induced by the unit of the adjunction and the second map comes from the lax monoidal structure on φ * N. Considering the adjoint of the composite (6) as the adjoint of the first map in the composite followed by φ * N(ϕ ∧ ϕ), we obtain that the adjoint of (6) is given by the composite
By the naturality of the monoidal transformation of φ * N, this composite is equal to the composite
Note that the composition of the first two maps is smash product of adjoints of ϕ which is ψ ∧ ψ. Therefore this composite is precisely the composite that defines ψ 2 above.
Lemma 5.4. The functor φ * N preserves colimits.
Proof. Symmetric spectra in a closed symmetric monoidal model category C is modules over a monoid in symmetric sequences in C, see Definition 2.7 in [14] . Since symmetric sequences in C is a diagram category in C, the colimits in symmetric sequences are levelwise. Furthermore, the forgetful functor from modules over a monoid to the underlying closed monoidal category preserves colimits. Therefore colimits of symmetric spectra in C are also levelwise. Here, N is the normalization functor sAB Ch + of the Dold-Kan correspondence, an equivalence of categories, applied levelwise. Therefore it preserves colimits. Furthermore, φ * is the forgetful functor between modules over two monoids induced by a map of these monoids in symmetric sequences in Ch + , see Page 358 of [14] . Therefore φ * is identity on the underlying symmetric sequences and therefore it also preserves colimits. Proof. This follows from the fact that φ * N preserves all weak equivalences. Let B ∼ f B be a fibrant replacement of B. Adjoint of the composite L(A) B ∼ f B is given by the composite A φ * N(B) ∼ φ * N(f B) whose first map is the adjoint of the map L(A) B. Because (L, φ * N) is a Quillen equivalence, the first composite is a weak equivalence if and only if the second composite is a weak equivalence. The result follows by the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalences.
